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The President’s Post
Hello Members,
Here we are the start of a new year and already we had
two great club outings. How good is our club and how
lucky we are to have the sort of members we have?
One of the things I wanted to achieve, if, I was elected
president was to make more transparent to members
what your committee does. On 20 January we had our
first committee meeting for the year attended by all
committee members some of whom travelled from this far afield as Newcastle.
Maxine was able to negotiate the use of space at Dooleys at Silverwater provided we dined there for
lunch.
An issue that we need to deal with is the geographical location of members and how we can get
together in an efficient fashion. In the past when all committee members lived in the metropolitan area
individual committee members hosted the meetings at their own homes. Anyway we will work that out
as we go along.
It would be appropriate here for me to say that the minutes of our committee meetings are of course,
available for the perusal of club members. Also, any club members who wish to do so are more than
welcome to attend the committee meeting. If you want to attend just contact I and I will insure that you
are notified when our next committee meeting is scheduled.
At this month's committee meeting we discussed ways to garner new members.
We agreed to accept a quote for the establishment of our new website. As part of the investigation that
your committee has been doing into our old website and establishing a new one it was discovered that
out of pure generosity Rob Gardner has been paying the annual fees on our old website. Another
example of the calibre of people that we have in our club. Thanks Rob. We also agreed in principle to
seek a Webmaster for our new website and we discussed the success of the method we trialled this year
to set the trip calendar and agreed that this is the method we will use again next year.
Gary Baglin has kindly agreed to personally introduce me to John Hunt of Hunt's Marine. My goal here is
to clarify our involvement on the Hunt's stand at the boat show and discuss with John their possible
involvement in a promotional day for our club.
Our next committee meeting is currently scheduled for 7 April.
On a personal level I would like to thank all members for the privilege of being President and assure you,
that all of your committee members have really only one goal, and that is to see our club go from
strength to strength.

Happy Boating
John Whittles
Club President.

FROM THE COMMODORE’S DESK

This being the first report from me and my trusty Secretary, I would
like to start and thank Bob Lilley on the origination of NYE on
Pittwater what a great night it was, even the rain did not deter
anyone the fireworks where fantastic as well.

The first trip for the year was to Nelsons Bay and leading their 1st trip David & Sandra Creed, the
feedback from members who attended it was and excellent effort for your first trip. Apprenticeship over
Dave.
Lately we have been using a method of sending a bow rope to our neighbour and returning it back to
our boat. This is a safest way to release in an emergency with only 1 person required at the front.

QUESTION?
Have you been in a raft up and experienced the boats jerking back and forth? (Not a good idea when you
are about to take a sip)
ANSWER Springers.
This entails 2 ropes from your bow to your neighbour’s stern and vice versa at no more than 45 degrees
horizontal.
These will stop the jerking in all types of water as we also get dumped by bigger boats in calm waters
and the wind on marinas.

We also would like to wish our Fellow Whittley Boatie Ken Hickson a speedy recovery from his surgery.
Hurry up and get better Ken we all miss your friendly face.
Until next time, happy and safe boating all.

Commodore Ray

CRUISE REPORT
Nelsons Bay- Australia Day
26-28 January 2019
For a change, Craig and I were able to get up to Port Stephens early! We had a good trip up on the
Wednesday prior, only to be greeted by winds so strong that it almost blew my hair straight! We
decided not to risk our safety by putting in and spent the night in a caravan park.
The next day dawned sunny with light wind and we put in at Soldiers Point just after 10am and motored
across to Fame Cove, grabbed a public mooring and spent the rest of the day relaxing on the boat and
watching a pod of dolphins herding up some food.
Late afternoon saw the arrival of Gary and Narelle on The Palace and Mark and Jane on Monty , Stuart
and Robyn on Delta, David and Sandra on Kyrian all in a raft up and we spent the night having a couple
of quiet drinks and convivial conversation, while watching a large school of Eagle Rays putting on an
underwater ballet for us! Ange and Alex, Happy Daze arrived just before dark, (limping across with a
damaged prop thanks to some fool who told them to put in on the rock wall side on a low low. Alex and
Stuart were able to do some panel beating while in the water, and the next day Alex and Ange put the
boat back on the trailer and panel beat it some more, so it was just about as good as new!).
Friday saw us all leaving Fame Cove and motoring up the southern side of the Bay up to Shoal Bay and
then back to Little Nelson Bay to drop anchor and spending the next few hours enjoying the slightly cool,
but refreshingly clear water, swimming and having lunch before heading back to Fame Cove where Tony
and Chalice on Serene were moored up. We hung back for our turn to join the raft up for the night.
Roger and Athena on Athena arrived later that night with the help of some very bright spot lights to light
up the moonless night!
Saturday promised to be another hot, sunny day and it was quite stifling in the sheltered Fame Cove, so
there was no hesitation when it was decided to break up the raft and head up to Winda Woppa for
dolphin spotting. Pete and Lindy on their boat Pip joined us. There was a photographic competition for
the best dolphin photo. It wasn’t hard to get dolphin photos as there were at least a dozen dolphins
feeding amongst the sea grass! I think many of them had played chicken with boats as many had bits of
chopped out areas on their dorsal fins! Later in the afternoon, the boats staggered their leaving times
to head into Nelson bay Marina. Everyone just spent the afternoon doing their own thing, be it
shopping, snoozing or going for a coffee until it was time to meet up at the Seabreeze Hotel for a
wonderful meal and a few laughs for a few hours before heading back to marina for few drinks on and
around Roger and Athena’s boat.

On Sunday, we stayed at the Marina until nearly 4pm, with everyone doing their own thing, before
heading back to Fame Cove for the evening. Everyone was requested to send their dolphin photos for
Judging. There were a few photos that were disqualified and after much deliberation it was announced
that Angela’s photo was the winner! She received a nice bottle red and a bottle of white from the
Hunter Valley!
While our President, the first Lady and the Baglins had their heads bowed over the table deciding on the
winning photo. Crock Duck Dee was kidnapped! It did not take our President long to notice the rope
that had tethered the duck floating like a lonely worm in the water. John told Jan that the duck was
missing and then a scan of the shoreline and water revealed nothing, undeterred, John boarded a
dinghy and searched further. Even calling for the duck with a duck caller! But no luck! So, John sadly
went back to his beer and Jan to her wine. As everyone settled in for the usual extended hour and some
started to cook dinner, it was about this time that Jan received a photo of Crock Duck Dee with a ransom
demand! $1000 or the duck gets it! Laughter was heard coming from Two Can Tango, tinged with some
relief that the duck had not floated off! Dinner time and discussion was heard as to who the kidnapper
was. Alex was immediately suspected because he was smiling (he is ALWAYS smiling!) While some
suspected Dodgy Rodgy! I think the most wicked bursts of laughter came from Tony on his boat
‘Serene’! Craig as usual just watched all the goings on with his inscrutable face. As the balmy starlit even
wore on, another photo of the duck was received… from Stuart Best’s phone! Stuart denied any
knowledge of the kidnapping, claiming his phone had been stolen! (It was later proven, that while he
was an accomplice, among a few, he was not the perpetrator). That was the last of the communication
between the kidnapper and the victims.
The next morning found the poor duck on top of Two Can Tango with a gagged beak and a band aid on
its head, feeling very sorry for itself but very happy to be back with its parents! We are all still trying to
Imagine who the kidnappers were! Lucky they decided to return the hapless duck instead of sending it
on a trip around the world like we have seen in the past on the media with stolen garden gnomes and
the like!

Leanne Williamson
Imagine

CRUISE REPORT
Port Hacking – Christmas Party Weekend
07 – 09 December 2018

Friday evening saw 3 boats launch at Gray’s Point, Swallow Rock ramp:
Marie Christine
Athena
The Palace (minus Her Majesty)
The boats travelled up to the quiet upper reaches of the Port Hacking – Audley.
All accounts were that a very peaceful, however a little windy night, was had by all.
Saturday morning lead to Her Majesty, AKA Narelle, joining The Palace for the trip to RMYCPH – the
venue for the luncheon.
Allocations had been arranged through the RMYCPH for casual berthing and it was not too long
after the land attendees arrived ready for the lunch.
The lunch was terrific and we had an excellent set of tables near the southern windows, which
made for a very pleasant atmosphere.
Personally, for Garry and me, it was terrific to catch up with members who we had not seen for a
long time.
After the lunch and catch ups, it was time to head off in the boats for the Saturday night anchorage.
For Saturday night, we were joined by Synergy and we found a lovely quiet spot in the SW Arm of
the Port Hacking.
After the filling lunch, no-one was too keen on dinner, so a few nibbles and drinks were the order of
the day.
Garry had a fascinating chat with Michael. Michael talked about his early childhood and later
working life and the countries in which he had lived. For those of us who have only really lived in
Australia, it is fascinating to hear stories of how others grew up overseas and how they now come
to be in Australia.
On Sunday morning Michael was off to collect some friends for the day and we were all to meet up
at Jibbon Beach later on.
“Catch of the Day” was achieved by The Palace! An old broken landing net caught on the anchor in
SW Arm! (See Photo)
With low tide approaching (as it usually does!) we needed to move back towards Swallow Rock to
ensure the 2800’s were able to retrieve at the shallow ramp.
I guess the only downside of the trip, and any trip for that matter, is the queue at the boat ramps!
Nevertheless, a lovely weekend was had by all.
Wishing all our club members and families a safe and Happy Christmas and New Year!

Narelle Baglin
The Palace (AKA Her Majesty)

CRUISE REPORT
New Year’s Eve- 2018
ROYAL Prince Alfred Yacht Club
NEWPORT
NYE on Pittwater
The NYE celebrations kicked off at Castle Lagoon on Friday December 28 with a number of boats rafted
up for the usual drinks, swims, drinks, some food and drinks. We stayed there until the morning of NYE
when we all headed off to The Royal Prince Alfred Yacht Club to get settled and to wait for the “Token”
dinner and the fireworks. When all had arrived, we had 11 boats nestled onto the marina. The final line
up was Lea and Bob, Ian and Judy, Max and Margaret, Stuart and Robin, Garry and Narelle, David and
Sandra, Ray and Maxine, Garry and Lynette Newling, Rob and Sally, Bruce and Sharon and Colin and
Alison.
Once again, the yacht club looked after us like we were family, nothing was too much trouble. They had
a variety of meals on offer and a couple of different sweet dishes as well. We had a table set up outside
under shade cloth sails. Unfortunately, it started to rain, and the sails didn’t stop all the water making it
to our seats. The restaurant manager, Mandy, very kindly opened the upstairs function area, including
staffing the bar and moved us upstairs. We had a great view of the fireworks from there as well.
They had a live band set up outside the bistro and a dance floor which was well utilised by a number of
the members. All in all, a great time was had by all.
On New Year’s Day after breakfast in the club bistro, boats started pulling out, some going home while
others headed for somewhere to have a swim. A few boats (Knot so Li’l, Synergy and Tranquillity)
headed back to Castle Lagoon and rafted up to resume the activities mentioned earlier. We ended up
staying until the Friday when Synergy and Knot so Li’l headed for the ramp and home while Tranquillity
stayed another night at Bobbin Head before spending some time on the harbour.

Bob Lilley
Knot so Li’l

GADGETS - NAVIONICS
For any members not yet familiar with Navionics, this inexpensive ‘app’ operates on any tablet type
device, giving you an excellent chart, showing current speed, etc. It also enables you to record trips,
such as the route from RPAYC at Newport, back to Apple Tree Bay.
The summary window shows a total distance of 15.4 NM and an elapsed time of just under 1 hour.
On one occasion, with President Johns guidance, Edenvale, arriving at the ramp after dark, was able to
negotiate a tricky section of the Shoalhaven River, to find the way from the ramp, some km upstream, to
the ‘raft’.
Johns had previously used Navionics to record the route on his tablet, thereby assisting us to retrace the
path between the ramp and the raft location, in the dark.

“Don’t all 700’s have extended swim platforms?”
This was the cry of Commodore Ray after a mishap falling off the back of our stock 700 – sans extension,
one cold damp Easter weekend.

Not our boat but you get the idea. Ray found the
standard platform so small he missed it!

So the hunt was on for a platform.
First stop was Whittley in Melbourne. After many unanswered emails over at least 18 months, they
finally responded. Yes, they still had the 700 mould and they would be happy to provide a price after I
gave them a shipping address to determine freight.
Well…… after another 6 months of more emails with no response from them, I finally gave up.
Parallel to my enquiries with Whittley, I searched the salvage auction sites. No luck there either, in fact,
over 12 months of searching, I didn’t find a Whittley of any description, let alone a 700 with a platform.
Makes you wonder how / where boats go when their lives end. (In hindsight, it is probably not the ideal
way to score a platform as what do you do with the rest of the boat once platform is removed?)
Finally, a fellow member put me onto a boat repairer who might be able to help.
Yes, he was a great help and he managed to get what I couldn’t – a price out of Whittley – and in less
than 1 week! Unfortunately, at $3,000 + gst + freight + fitting it wasn’t going to work for me. Even he
was astounded at the cost from Whittley.

Where to next? Well, in my extended internet travels, I did find 2 manufacturers located in Canada and
USA however, after calculation of freight and exchange rates, these were also unviable.
In my various searches, I came across several people who had made their own platforms for other types
of boats. I thought ‘why not? – I’ll give it a go! After all, over the years I’ve assembled a few pieces of Ikea,
laid a floating floor and helped a mate build a deck / pergola. How hard could it be, what could possibly
go wrong?
So, back to that great resource – the internet.
I originally intended to make a mould and lay-up / pour fibreglass into it however, this seemed to get
rather complicated as I thought more about:
- inclusion of stiffeners to reduce deflections
- incorporation of a solid rear stringer for future attachment of rails, BBQ etc. (I must admit I have
never been happy seeing items bolted through fiberglass without some sort of stiffening)
- use of a ‘ladder box’ to provide a decent boarding ladder
-

creating anti-slip patterns in the top surface
the number of layers / thicknesses of fibreglass and resin required

Eventually I decided it would probably be easier to build a platform from timber, fibreglass over it and
then paint it. I do note however, the mould method would be preferred if I wanted to produce more
than 1 platform.

Selection of materials
I opted for:
- 12mm marine plywood. Marine grade uses more water-resistant resins and glues when
laminating the various plies together. It is worth noting, even marine grade will deteriorate /
delaminate if left moist / wet.
I purchased an oversize sheet (2500 x 1220) as offcuts for sides and stiffeners worked better
- 32 x 32mm hardwood cleats to fix sides and intermediate stiffeners
- 110 x 32mm hardwood rear stringer for attachment of rails
- 65 x 32mm hardwood ladder mounts
- Silicon bronze screws as these will not corrode when encapsulated even if moisture is present
(which I hope there will never be). Use of stainless steel should be avoided as it requires
exposure to air (oxygen) to form a protective coating.
- epoxy resin fiberglass (more on this next instalment)
- painting the finished platform (more on this next instalment)

Building the platform
1) Matching the transom profile.
The hardest part of the timber work (for me) was the scribing / cutting of the rear transome
profile as nothing is square or straight.
An ideal tool to achieve this would be a ‘panel contour gauge’ (see photo) however, I couldn’t
justify the expense for a 1 off project.

Instead I opted for a ‘tracing’ method. This involves the use of a large plastic sheet. I purchased a
cheap plastic dropsheet from Bunnings. It was probably a little thin, but it did work.
After laying and taping the plastic sheet to the transome, I used a permanent marker to trace
the contour of the transom profile.

2) Transferring the transom pattern
As my woodworking skills are rather limited, I decided to transfer the transom pattern firstly
onto a piece of 3mm Customwood sheet. Much better to stuff up a $15 MDF sheet than a $180
marine ply sheet. 3mm MDF is also much easier to shape around corners and curves.

I used carbon paper / tracing paper to trace the plastic sheet pattern onto the MDF. Yes, they
still make carbon paper but I couldn’t find any at Officeworks (the young salesperson had
absolutely no idea what I was talking about – I might as well have asked for a quill). I did
however find something called tracing paper (in various colours no less) at Spotlight. Apparently
it is used by dressmakers to transfer patterns onto material.
After cutting out the MDF and trial fitting / adjusting it to the back of the 700, I then used this as
a pattern for the 12mm plywood.
A jigsaw was used to cut out the plywood. Again a few trial fittings and adjustments with a rasp
file until I was happy with the final fit.
The rear corners of the platform were angled at 45 degrees to remove the sharp corners. I
would have preferred rounded corners but this is way beyond my skills.

3) Fitting sides and stiffeners
Next step was to fit the 2 sides and 3 stiffeners. I decided upon a depth of 150mm, not due to
any science, just that it was similar to the Whittley dimension (although they do taper theirs
down to approx. 120mm). The 150mm also fitted nicely into the overall
cutting list as I only needed 1 sheet of oversize ply (2500 x 1220mm) for
the whole project.
Profiles at ends of side pieces to match the 700 transome / gunwale,
were made using a contour gauge. I had one of these from my Dad’s
collection. I can’t ever remember using it before, but it was handy.

The stiffeners were not profiled to the transome / gunwale. They are splayed at ends to
(hopefully) reduce any drag although I am convinced the platform never touches the water until
coming of the plane. Original intention was to use stainless props to support the platform at
these locations. As the whole platform has become rather stiff, I will trial without these props
(they can always be added after proof load testing)
I used the cleats and stringers to support the sides and stiffeners. Angles were cut with a mitre
box and handsaw with varying success. Just as well the joints are to be filled and fibre glassed
over – thus hiding a multitude of woodworking ‘sins’. In hindsight, use of a powered compound
mitre saw would have been much more accurate however, budget constraints dictated use of
old fashioned manual methods.

Basic timber finished. Ladder not fixed until after fibreglass completed

That is all for this instalment. Hope someone has found it interesting.
I probably won’t be able to get around to fibre glassing for a month or so
Overall dimension of platform is 2080 x 1000mm
Weight to date for all timber work as assembled here is 23Kgs

Ian Franklin
Much Ado
Feb 2019

Nelson Bay - some excellent photos from
Jan and Leanne

WHITTLEY CLUB NSW CALENDAR OF EVENTS 2019
MONTH

DATES

EVENT

MEETING PLACE

CONTACT

January

26th-28th

Soldiers Point

February

9th-10th

Australia Day
Nelsons Bay
Sussex Inlet

March

8th-9th

Myall Lakes

Narong

April

19th-27th

TBA

May

18th-19th

Easter & Anzac
Lake Macquarie
Hawkesbury

June

8th-10th

TBA

July

6th-7th

Long Weekend
Wisemans Ferry
Xmas in July

August

3rd

Boat Show

TBA

September

November

9th-10th

December

TBA

Shoalhaven
Murray River Sept- Oct
Long Weekend
Sydney Harbour
AGM
Akuna Bay
Xmas Party

Greenwell Point

October

13th-14th
TBA
5th-7th

David Creed
0428 688 024
Phil Haworth
0408 671 684
John Whittles
0457 843 073
Ray Mantle
0418 292 512
Ian Franklin
0412 393 475
Ray Mantle
0418 292 512
Maxine Mantle
0419 015 092
Maxine Mantle 0419 015 092
John whittles
0457 843 073
Brenton Whitwell 0407 928 685
Garry Baglin
0419 462 237
TBA

Chris Creek

Castle Bay

Dooleys at Silverwater

TBA
Castle Bay
Port Hacking

Maxine Mantle
0419 015 092
Colin Gatley
0418 675 748

